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Language students in huge demand
MANUU offers admissions in school of languages

Hyderabad:

Maulana Azad National Urdu University (MANUU), has started admission process for the year 2019-20 into its various programmes being offered at Hyderabad headquarters, Lucknow and Srinagar (J&K) campuses and 9 colleges of Teacher Education and 5 Polytechnics spread all over the country.

MANUU is the only National Urdu University catering to the educational needs of socially and educationally excluded communities with specific mandate to promote Urdu as medium of instruction and women empowerment.

Passed outs from the departments of Urdu, Arabic, Persian & Translation Studies are in huge demand. Multi National Companies working from India are hiring them for their overseas clients. Considerable number of these students are from Madarsa background. Good command and communication skills in these languages give them edge over others.

Moreover, faculty members well versed with language and aware of the market demands, horn the skills of these students to facilitate their placement.

Last week, Amazon, an e-Commerce Multinational Technology Company has selected 14 students, from Arabic and other department, fluent in Arabic language with a package of Rs. 5.16 lakhs per annum with other benefits. Similarly, 9 students from Persian Department were selected by well known Multi National Companies - Genpact and Face Book with a package between Rs. 5 - 6 lakhs per annum recently. Students having foreign language background are in great demand in the era of changing technology.

Two year ago one of the student, Mohd. Hasan Raza (Gold Medalist in MA Urdu), was appointed in Facebook as Persian Process through campus interview. Since then, companies like Facebook, Genpact, Amazon are constantly hiring linguistics pass outs through campus placement drive.

MANUU is offering admission at PG & UG level in Urdu, Arabic, Persian, Translation Studies, Hindi and English. School also offers Ph.D. programmes in these subjects.

The e-prospectus and online application forms are available on the University website, www.manuu.ac.in. The last date for submission of online application for entrance test based courses is 1st May, 2019 whereas for merit based courses the last date is 30th June, 2019. Candidates of part time programs can submit online forms up to 9th August, 2019. For details about eligibility criteria of different courses, please refer to the prospectus. For further details or any clarifications, please email to admissionsregular@manuu.edu.in.
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